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President: Maynard Dokken, 16 Brian Cres. Nepean, 
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Vice President: Bill Pullen.
Secretary: Ben Roberts.
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Recording Secretary: Erin Fox
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Program Director: Allan Symons.
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Librarian: Wally Clemens. Telephone (613) 832-3085. 
E-Mail Address.  wally@cyberus.ca. 
Bytown Times Editor: Ben Roberts. Telephone (613) 
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The Chapter meets five times a year on the fourth 
Sunday of the months of Jan., March, May, Sept., and 
Nov., at 1:00 pm. Annual dues $16.
Membership in the NAWCC is obligatory. 

Bytown

Appointment of New Officers
At the November meeting, the following new officers 
were added to the executive of Chapter 111.

Erin Fox: Recording Secretary. 
Erin has been taking written notes at several of our re-
cent meetings. These notes have proved to be extremely 
useful, and she has now agreed to take on the task of 
Recording Secretary on a permanent basis.   

Wally Clemens: Chapter Librarian.
Wally has volunteered to become the Chapter Librar-
ian. The library, to be kept at his home, will comprise 
horological books, videos, NAWCC Bulletins etc., most 
of which will be available to members on a  loan basis. 
Conditions and length of loans etc.  have yet to be final-
ized. Meanwhile we would like to expand the library, so 
if you would like to donate, or conditionally loan, any 
horological books or texts to the library, please contact 
Wally. He may be reached  by telephone at
(613) 832-3085, or by E-mail at: wally@cyberus.ca

Last Meeting
The last meeting was held on Sunday November 27 at 
the Qualicum and Graham Park Community Centre in 
Graham Park. 39 members and guests attended.
President Maynard Dokken opened the meeting and 
dealt with several administration items.
The major program item was a presentation by Al-
lan Symons in which he provided details and pictures 
of an outstanding new acquisition by his Canadian 
Clock Museum. This is a unique tall case clock made 
in Quebec in the 1820s, which comes complete with 
its history and the names and some details of its early 
owners.
The remainder of the program consisted of Show and 
Tell items by members as follows:
Tim Bryans, who is making a replica of a Black For-
est Clock, showed the original clock and its wooden 
dial, together with the copy of the dial he has made 
for the replica. He described the steps taken to make 
the copy, and some discussion was generated regard-
ing the best method to cure and prevent the warping 
of a wooden dial.    
Clayton Duff showed a small Desk Clock with eight 
separate features including, time, alarm, temperature, 
month, day, date, moon phase and a barometer.
Allan Symons showed an early 1900s black ʻOntario  ̓
model Pequegnat Mantle Clock and a Montreal ARO 
Inc. Wall Clock.
Dave Riddell showed a Metal Craft Sailboat Clock 
made in Toronto ca. 1950.
Dan Hudon showed a photograph of a J.E. Nettleton 
store in Penetanguishene, Ontario. J. E. was a relative 
of George Nettleton of Ottawa. Ambrose Hurdle also 
appears in the photograph.
Gary Fox showed a copy of British patent # 2194 
from 1875, covering  improvements to chronometers 
and watches. It was taken out by a William Brookes 
(Agent) on behalf of Frederick Fitt of Ottawa. The  
patent, with drawings, provided for removable watch 
and chronometer escapements and a method of pro-
viding for a hidden escapement lever.

Administration Items
Major administration items included the following:
Dan Hudon, Education and Workshop Chairman pre-
sented his proposed course schedule for 2006. 
See synopsis on Page 5
It was agreed that an Overhead Transparency Projector 
would be purchased. Maximum expenditure $250. Ben 
Roberts to investigate.
A Chapter Auction will be held at the January 2006 
meeting.
A possible tour and inspection of Carleton Place Post 
Office Tower Clock was discussed.
Dan Hudon to investigate a watch making school said 
to exist in Three Rivers. 
Bryan Hollebone is looking for any hints regarding 
cleaning clocks following smoke and water damage.

Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held on Sunday January 22 at 
the Qualicum and Graham Park Community Centre on 
Esquimault Avenue in Graham Park, commencing at  
1:30 pm. (Doors open at 1:00 pm.)
The main feature of our meeting will be the Annual 
Chapter Auction, so bring along all that stuff you have 
been planning to clear off your workbench (valuable or 
invaluable) for the past year.
Prior to the auction there will be time allocated to Show 
and Tell items. Show and Tell is proving very popular 
with our members, and usually generates lots of interest 
and discussion, so please bring along any horological 
items you would be prepared show us and talk about. 
There will of course be the usual Mart and Display 
Tables. 
Please join us for our first meeting of 2006, and bring 
along as many items as you can both for the auction and 
for Show and Tell.
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Seen At The Last Meeting

Dan Hudon and Maynard Dokken

Education and Workshop Chairman Dan Hudon gave 
details of the proposed clock courses for 2006. A synopsis 
of Dan s̓ proposed schedule is provided on page 5.

Right: This Metal Craft Sailboat Clock made in 
Toronto ca. 1950s was shown by Dave Riddell

On the right is the desk clock with eight features shown by Clayton Duff. In addition to Time and Alarm, 
the clock includes a barometer, and shows temperature, day, date, month, and moon phases.

Dan Hudon presents 
certificates for 
participation in the 
Introduction to Clock 
Repair course.
Left: Dan with Wally 
Clemens
Right: Dan with Ray 
Springer.

Note: Sorry about the eyes Wally - Flash does 
funny things sometimes- BenR.
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Left: 
Part of Georges  ̓
collection

Hosts Georges & Patsy Royer

On Saturday December 3, the Chapterʼs Wine and Cheese Party was held at the 
home of Dr. Georges and Patsy Royer. All who attended very much enjoyed the 
evening,  and the hospitality of this years hosts. The Chapter extends its grateful 
thanks to Patsy and Georges for opening their home to us, and for all their work 
in preparing for this years event.

Chapter Wine and Cheese Party

Tim Bryans showed the original Black Forest Clock which he is copying, and the various stages for replicating 
the wooden dial of the clock. Methods of eliminating or preventing warping of a wooden dial were also 
discussed.

Allan Symons showed two recent additions to 
his Canadian Clock Museum. 
The School Clock which, although only 
the single word ARO appears on the lower 
glass tablet, establishes that the name of the 
company was ARO Inc. This appears at the 
bottom of the dial as ”Manufacture par ARO 
Inc.”
Lower right: The original ̒ Ontario  ̓Pequegnat 
Mantel Clock, which is black with marbleized 
mouldings, has become the new centrepiece of 
the museum s̓ Pequegnat Room.
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Wine and Cheese Party Continued.

Mary-Anne Armstrong, Mrs. and Mr. Patrick 
Bigra, Dan Hudon 

Patsy Royer, Ruth  Smith Pete Graham, Teresa Maynard, Judy Graham

Gord Armstrong, Charles and Louise Beddoe

Luc Lauren, John Paul 
and Lucie Tourigny

Left:
Veronica and Kevin West 

 Lucie Tourigny, Louise Beddoe

Archie and  Ruth  Smith

Left:
Molly Armstrong, Patsy Royer

Iain MacDonald, Deb and Mel Nash

Names withheld to protect the innocent
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New Overhead Projector
As discussed at the November meeting, the Chapter has now purchased a new 3M Model 1880 Overhead Slide 
Projector. The projector will show regular page size B & W or Colour slide transparancies, has good illumina-
tion characteristics (2400 and 2800 Lumens), and should meet the Chapterʼs needs very adequately.
The projector is available for use by any member who wishes to use it for presentations at meetings, and Ben 
Roberts would also be willing to assist with making any required transparancies for this purpose, either in col-
our or B & W. 
Also as stated at the meeting, the projector can be made available on loan to Chapter members for their own 
non-Chapater 111 use when it is not required on Chapter business. Contact Ben Roberts about this.

Proposed Clock Courses for 2006
The following is a synopsis of the proposed clock courses for 2006 announced by Dan Hudon at the November 
meeting. If you require further details, please contact Dan at 613-820-8039
The Care and Maintenance of Wood Clock Cases 
Instructor: Al Sobieralski
Tentative dates: April 8 or 15, 2006. Course duration: one half day, 8 am to noon Graham Park Community 
Center.
Course Outline
1-Identifying wood finishes. 2-Cleaning wood finishes. 3 - Making a sample board of finishes
4 -Finishes - Including fixing small areas; touch-ups
There will be a fee to cover supplies estimated at $ 25.00
Participants: Bring clock case(s) of wood 
Course on Re-pivoting (The complicated gears)
Course duration: 3 Saturdays from 8 am to 12 noon, Graham Park Community Center
Tentative Dates: May 13, 20, 27 2006
Course outline: 1. Making support fixtures for re-pivoting. 2. Re-pivoting exercises. 3. Annealing 
Tools required: Lathe -steady rest; Dremel tool/grinding disc or wheel; micrometer; metal and wood saws; drill 
bits (smaller sizes # 1-60; 61-80); vise; files/polishing material; small hammer; pin vise to hold drill bit; centre 
drills. 
Supplies required:  1/8” brass rod (2” long) to make cup centers; 3/8” or 1/4” rod to make split bush or brass 
collar (1”x2 ); 1/4” wood dowel (1” long); 1/8” wood dowel (1” long); 1/4” steel rod to demonstrate annealing 
(3” long) ; 400 grit sandpaper; pivot wire assortment. 
Introduction to Clock Repair.
Course Duration: 8 Saturdays; 8 am to 12 noon; Graham Park Community Center.
Tentative dates: September-October 2006
Tools required:  Files - # 3 cut; eye loop or visor; safety glasses; bench vise; screwdrivers with thin blades, steel 
rule; tweezers; small hammer; small pliers; set of needle files. Optional but useful tools: Jewelers saw frame 
and blades; cutting broaches; pivot file and burnisher; clock oil; let down keys; scriber; drill bits # 1 - #60; 
small lathe; soldering iron and soft solder;
Course Outline
1 -Introduction to the hour and half hour striking clock. Nomenclature; count wheel; rack and snail; Under-
standing the function of the parts; Observation of the movement for damage/determination of the work to be 
done;  Disassembly of the movement
2 -Cleaning. -Cleaning solutions -techniques -pegging the holes
3 -Pivots and Pivot Holes.-polish pivots (American and Modern German movements) -bush worn pivot holes. 
-Locate proper centre-repivot/straighten bent pivots. 4-Main Wheels -handling mainsprings with and without 
barrels -repairing clicks, rivets and click springs -repairing mainsprings/replacing
5 -General repairs-saddle/ pendulum cock -clock plates -replace missing tooth in clock gear -make a bushing 
-gear inspection -straighten bent gear teeth -topping an escape wheel -replacing a pin in a lantern pinion
6 - Escapements-recoil -deadbeat/half deadbeat -adjustments; drop; lock; lift;
7 - Lubrication-grease/oil
8 -Assembly-proper alignment of gears and levers -endshake -crutch -final adjustments
9 -Regulate the clock. -Put in beat; inspect drop -timers
10 -Use of specialized tools-the micrometer -bushing tool -mainspring winder - staking tools
11 -Reference Material -books, calculations and other documents -internet -supplies; suppliers.
NAWCC FIELD WORKSHOP
COURSE # F101
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE IS: MAY 3 TO MAY 6, 2006.  LOCATION: TORONTO  
Will be posted on NAWCC Web Site. Will be in next NAWCC Mart Magazine.
Pocket Watch Cleaning
If there is enough interest, Grant Perry would be willing to give a course on Disassembling, Cleaning and Reas-
sembling Pocket Watches. Please contact Dan or Perry if you are interested.
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A Unique Quebec Clock
Pictures and details supplied by Allan Symons

Claude Arpin  and Allan Symons with the Clock

The clock s̓ history in French, together with the 
English translation by the Arpins

The front of the movement surmounted 
by the clock s̓ four bells.

At the November meeting Allan Symons gave de-
tails of the latest acquisition for his Canadian Clock 
Museum. The following are the highlights from his 
presentation:
The Museum purchased the clock from a Mr. and 
Mrs. Claude Arpin of Montreal. It was made in Que-
bec in the early 1820s, is 90 inches high and has an 
8-Day wood movement. It has two count wheels, one 
for hours which strike on the largest bell, and the oth-
er for petite sonnerie on the quarters; the cast bells are 
replacements. According to the clockʼs history, which 
appears inside the case in French, the movement is 
made of pear wood not cherry, and the case is made 
of pine. There are two large tin-can weights and one 
cast lead. The five brass hands are all replacements. The week and month wheels are activated by the 

two pins on the drive wheel.

The dial, showing the five 
replacement hands.

The back plate with the two 
count wheels.


